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Abstract. Plasma columns sustained by electromagnetic (EM) surface waves not only 
yield stable and perfectly reproducible gaseous discharges, but also can provide them 
over an unrivaled wide-range of operating conditions. It means that the operating 
conditions of most existing RF and microwave discharges can be matched by those of 
SWDs. Such a unique attribute of SWDs allows true and non-discontinuous parametric 
studies, i.e. the possibility of maintaining all operating conditions constant but one, and 
scrutinize the variation of the latter condition over a large enough range, such as to 
determine the actual influence, in the end, of any given operating condition. A further 
feature specific to SWDs is introduced and developed that reveals new insightful aspects 
of the power balance, which can then be extended to all kinds of discharges. This 
possibility comes out from the way that the EM wave, which propagates (mostly) axially 
along and around the cylindrical discharge tube in which it sustains plasma, expends its 
power flow P(z): it gets absorbed as dP(z)/dz in the gas (plasma) slab delineated between 
the differential position z and z + dz, inducing, in that same axial interval (and not outside 
it), a corresponding electron density in the range n, n + dn. In other words, the wave 
power is spent locally within the differential axial segment in which it is absorbed, 
whereas the various phenomena occurring along the radius r of the plasma column 
(assumed long with respect to its diameter) can be considered non-localized and analyzed 
through radial averages. This distinct behavior of SWDs offers the possibility of bringing 
up TA, the wave power absorbed per electron, on the average in a radial cross-section, 
between z and z + dz from the E-field sustaining plasma, and TL, the power lost in the 
discharge expressed on a per electron basis. These per electron power quantities lead to 
insightful physical properties of DC, RF and microwave discharges, previously unknown, 
simply ignored or wrong. Some demonstrated examples provided herein: i) the value of 
the power absorbed from the electric field, 2 2( )A eE e E mT Q  (e/me, electron charge to
mass ratio, Q, electron collision frequency for momentum transfer) exactly adjusts to 
compensate for the total power lost, on a per electron basis, in the discharge, i.e. TL is the 
dominant power parameter; as a result, the intensity of the maintenance E-field sustaining 
the discharge comes out as an internal parameter, i.e. it is operator independent, in 
contrast to what is generally believed; ii) the smaller the volume in which power is 
absorbed with respect to the volume in which it is spent, the higher the intensity of the 
maintenance E-field : this leads to higher atom (molecule) excitation rates in the 
(inhomogeneous) absorption region (such is the case in micro-discharges) than outside it; 
iii) the value of TA varies significantly with the applied field frequency, decreasing with
increasing frequency from the RF domain to that of microwaves: a microwave-operated 
ion plasma source is more power efficient than an RF one ; iv) the power cost needed to 
sustain an electron-ion pair in SWDs can be analyzed in terms of the various discharge 
regimes (e.g. diffusion, volume recombination, step-wise ionization); v) the E-field 
intensity at electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) passes through a minimum, not a 
maximum, contrary to what is generally claimed; vi) similarity laws, initially derived with 
DC discharges, are generalized to include RF and microwave discharges. For example, 
TA/p as a function of pR (gas pressure and discharge tube inner radius) replaces the widely 
used E/p vs. pR one where, recall, E2, the intensity of the electric field, is an internal 
parameter and, thus, cannot be set by the operator, etc. It turns out that considerable 
advances in cold plasma modeling and discharge insight have been obtained on analysing 
experimental data gathered from SWDs and crossing them using the per electron power 
balance. 
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